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Welcome to your December Cloudhopper News. 

Firstly, let me bid you all a very happy Xmas and a great 
New Year, I hope you are all well and doing fine under 
These exceptional circumstances we find ourselves in. 
 
Secondly in a bid to have some content rather than none  
I have done a review of Hopper sales in 2020 and also an 

Appreciation of Ultramagic’s Solo (their hopper product). 
With great thanks to Chris Dunkley and another 
 Manufacturer who prefers to remain anonymous. 
 my observations are backed up by their steller  
 knowledge of the mechanicals of the goods, i.e. what 

 goes wrong with them, and what to look out for if you are 
 contemplating purchasing one. 
 
Normally around this time of year I would be waxing on  
Lyrically about what happened at the Annual Icicle 

Refrozen Balloon Meet, but as this year’s event will be  
Virtual, there isn’t anything to really discuss on that front.  
 
Most people would also be looking to the Alpine events in 
Europe shortly, and again with no knowledge if they are 
actually, going ahead in 2021, I thought I’d get you all  

into the mood with some great Alpine photographs from  
over the years.  
 
I know this isn’t very interesting, but now is the time of year 
To service your trusty fan, (you know that thing you rely on  

and abuse the most) and expect it to last forever. For  
those who have never done this I’ve done a small check 
 list of things to check on your trusty friend.  
 
 

Anything for inclusion in future editions, please send as  
ever to, steve.roake33@gmail.com thanks.   
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1, Ed speak- Hopper Sales in 2020. 

 
End of year always leads me to review the industry from our perspective and as I 
keep an ongoing database of hoppers, I think I’ve covered most of the activity 

in 2020. Whilst 2020 wasn’t a stellar year for hopper sales, the breakdown makes 
some interesting reading . 
 

Adams Balloons (Solo Systems) 

 
Productive start for Solo Systems with their hopper product . At time of writing  

Two have been delivered, with another three currently in build . 
 

Cameron Balloons ,  actually has sold five hopper envelopes in 2020 but two of 
these are not scheduled to be delivered until 2021 and therefore will be listed as 
2021 deliveries. Therefore for 2020 the total is three. One of the New builds is for 

the UK the other is a long-haul client. 
 
C/n  12338 G-CLIB  Cameron O-31 Registered  17/06/2020. 
C/n  12347 G-CLKC Cameron O-31 Registered 15/06/2020. 
C/n  12410 G-CLPW Cameron O-31 Registered 09/10/2020. 

 
On top of the Envelope sales they also achieved four Base unit sales in 2020 . 
(with thanks for confirmation by Simon Askey). 
 

UltraMagic Balloons Whilst sales may have been slightly behind in numbers, their 
sale in 2020 reflect interest in a differing way . 

 
G-CLOX was actually registered on 21/10/2020 but is interesting as it is a new 
type with G-CLOX being the first example for Glen Everett. More on this in this 
edition. 
 

Kavanagh Balloons 

 
Kavanagh are just entering the market, all be in in a different way, supplying kits 
to potential home builders. As far as I know they have finished the first one and a 
second is under construction currently. 
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        So, in conclusion, noting nothing by Lind Tech (again), it’s not exactly a 
stellar year but the manufactured envelopes were all solid sales predominantly 
to people established in the market and not really new entrants. 
 
Considering the sales of second-hand stuff this year , there are still items 

available, which have been around for quite a while. This tells you that they are 
either heavy for their size or overpriced for the market at this moment or a bit of 
both. The best second-hand Balloon sale of 2020 (imho), is G-BXXU(Colt 31A), 
which Ian Jones of Wales snapped up with a new Millennium bottom end. 
There are other impending sales currently awaiting completion but these will 

have to wait until conclusion to be broadcast.  
 
Steve Roake   
 

2, Essential Extra’s 

  
Unless Santa has been uber generous to you this Christmas, you look around at 
things you might desire for your kit that are “Essential Extra’s”. Whilst we are in this 
period of pretty much non-flying (unless you are fortunate to be in an area such 
as Paul Wade where you can get one in), there are times like these where you 
can evaluate what you require for your kit for the forthcoming (if it ever arrives) 

season of flying. 
 My suggestions for you now are both simple and necessary for prolonged 
enjoyment and not being let down. 
 
For example, on eBay currently, an NGK spark plug for your fan will cost you less 

than £3 or if you buy in packs 3 for just over £6 is a bargain. 
 
Said Fan, needs love and attention, so give her an oil change . A simple 5/40w 
oil in 5 litre is under £20 and according to “Google search”, a simple GX160 
Honda engine only needs 0.6 litre at under £15 (far better than a replacement 

engine at £329).  How about buying Electronic Maps instead of folded ones? 
Yes, there is a cost initially but once you own them, the s/a downloads are free 
and it covers all of the UK. Just a few ideas , but now is the time to do it. 
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3,Features Section 
 

The Ultramagic Solo 

 
Back in 1999, Ultramagic decided to enter the ultralight market of ballooning 
with their first iteration of a hopper. The design drew on the expertise of Paolo 
Bonnano with some interesting ideas on what a hopper would be. Most Hopper 
designs are centred around dispensing with weight with burner designs which 
featuring a single piezo, single main blast valve and a single cow burner and 

single feed from the singular tank.  
 Ultramagic went an alternative route with a burner block featuring twin 
everything. Twin feeds from a dedicated fuel tank , twin blast valves (colour 
coded, either red or blue), with a second level of redundancy probably with 
safety in mind. One big plus with the burner set up was that the burner 

gimballed in the frame which helps on inflation. 
 Envelopes initially started at 25,000 feet with most 31,000 feet and some as 
large as 42,000 feet. My own purchase was a H-31B which featured an envelope 
size 10% bigger than the 31k which still adheres to the type rating. Envelope 
weights were very good in comparison with the alternates from other 

manufacturers and attention to detail was very good with twin lined scoops. 
 Where Ultramagic generally differed from the other manufacturers was 
that they are designed for a fixed frame bottom end with turning vents 
included. 
Mine was an exception to the rule, specified (by me)without turning vents and 
needing a modified scoop to accept a swivel bottom end.  

 The designs have been popular with some  twenty H-31deriviatives being 
built so far including my oversized version and one which features Eco Magic 
twin skinned envelope for David Hempleman-Adams which has great economy. 
 In the 42,000 cubic foot size, some 23 have been made in both H and M 
style. Recently the range has been added to with the addition of the latest B-26 

for Glenn Everett.   
 There is no doubt to the popularity of the craft with some good residual 
values and pilots keen to scoop up second hand examples as soon as they 
appear on the used Market.  
I would now say that time is ripe for an update to the bottom end design, and to 

me I would take the opportunity to address what I see as the issues with the 
design. I don’t think it is necessary for twin everything, as a well serviced 
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example would not need redundancy in all areas. I am in no way criticising the 
approach taken in Iguilada Spain, other than the fact that Hoppers are by their 
nature all about light weight and if you buy a new bottom end you wouldn’t 
expect the need for twin everything. 
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Another great feature on the Ultramagic design is the ability to utilise the  
remote hand blast valve which proves useful in respect you don’t have to  
focus on anything above your head whilst modulating the burning  
sequence(innovative for its time). 

https://www.balloons4sale.eu/article_photos/4242/2.jpg
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 My personal opinion is that the current offering isn’t the greatest and to me the 
redundancy is an issue rather than an advantage. My reasoning behind this is as 
follows. Firstly, you have to have one non-interchangeable specific tank for this 
set up due to the two feeds(is this necessary?). Secondly , having experienced 
the amazing Bonnano Power plus burner, I would advocate this option every 

time since it has great power delivery and its compact design. Twin Piezo, twin 
main and twin cattle burners strike me as excessive. This all contributes to the 
weight which is heavy for the class. Most varieties of Hopper are swivel so I 
would make the next version with the ability to swivel. You also have to use the 
blue coloured blast valves first. 

 Please don’t think of this as all negative. Comfort is adequate, I love the 
ability to gimbal and the holy grail of hoppers is one with a bottom end that can 
gimbal as well as swivel. 
 With some of you probably contemplating buying an Ultramagic Solo, I 
asked two different people for their views on the Solo. One prefers to remain 
unnamed but has recently just used one. His views are very objective  and I also 

garnered the views of ace technician and repair station owner Chris Dunkley for 
his own appreciation of the Solo and things that prospective owners should be 
aware of with a long-term view.  
 So here is my summary of what the other unnamed manufacturer made 
of the Solo Product and the things that were highlighted to him. The first thing 

said was that after a while, he felt the seat was a bit narrow and this meant that 

https://www.balloons4sale.eu/article_photos/4242/3.jpg
https://www.balloons4sale.eu/article_photos/4242/4.jpg
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by the end of his flight, he wasn’t comfortable. He wasn’t out to critique and be 
little another manufacturers wares,  but his own views found that things were 
slightly cluttered with the duplicity of valves and there was a tendency to pinch 
your gloves as everything was so tight. He might have preferred a seat that 
could angle in pitch. He also wondered whether an ability to run two tanks may 

have been a good option, (currently not possible).  He also mentioned that the 
burner position was too far behind his preferred head position. Much of the 
above view, kind of agrees with mine. 
 Chris Dunkley is both honest and frank when being objective about a 
product. He has in the past commented on both the Cameron Skyhopper and 

Lindstrand Balloons Hopper bottom end. Here in his unedited words are his views 
on the Ultramagic Solo. 
 

The Spanish Hopper Inquisition - They weren’t expecting that!  
 

Sometime ago we wrote a piece on the Cameron Skyhopper, that oddity with 
three attachment points and the twistgrip blast valve. Having been slammed 
about in one under the Shell Unleaded hopper I hadn’t really warmed to it but 
then again it wasn’t really designed to do drag landings! Having re-visited them 
over the years and stood back a bit, I did eventually, come to the conclusion 
that it is, or was, so nearly a clever design for the time, and provided it was 

relegated to gentleman-hopping it is actually quite nice. 
 
Fast forward a few years and Ultramagic unveiled their hopper bottom end, 
darlings. Hope bumbled supreme that it would be marvellous. Then we saw one. 
First off, this is not lightweight simple ballooning. It isn’t pretty. It is a monster of a 

thing, a cross between a Seddon Atkinson and early DAF truck which had a 
right-hand gear-lever. The sheer weight of polished stainless steel used in its 
construction and cast aluminium block make it look pretty hefty, smallholding, 
agricultural even. If Black Rod used this on the doors to the House of Lords it 
would go through. The welding isn’t the neatest but it definitely won’t fall to bits. 

It also has two of everything, fuel feed valves, hoses, igniters, pilot lights, whisper 
valves, blast valves plus, just in case you can’t work out what to squeeze, twist or 
toggle there is a hydraulic pushbike-lever operated hand valve that fires up one 
of the blast valves. ‘Surely not both or the whispers’, you quip! They missed a few 
kilos there then, but made up for it by fitting a couple of hefty angled plates so 
you can gimbal it fore and aft during inflation. Prior to flight it needs to be 

locked in the vertical position. Singles-that-think-they-are-doubles are fine above 
your head in a basket where you can wander round as you try and figure what 
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does what, but above your head when sitting down and relying on feel is not so 
easy. No doubt the more often you fly it then the more familiar you will get with 
the controls but initially allow some ground study. Did we mention it doesn’t 
rotate so you will need turning vents and you need to operate the twiddley-bits 
in the right order (more on that later)?  

 
Talking of sitting down, the seat assembly is comfy enough and there is a 
generous lump of padding to protect your head from the scaffolding that holds 
the burner up. Sadly, the seat belt fasteners are small and tricky to connect. 
We’ve seen similar on child buggies (not the McLaren). I’m sure they are strong 

enough but quality they are not. At least the cylinder is removable reasonably 
easily but here’s the thing. It is a 60 litre, dedicated jobby, with two liquid take-
offs to feed the two hoses (40/80 litre versions available). Now, the liquid valve 
handles move in opposite directions. I don’t think we have come across one yet 
where the owner hasn’t inadvertently turned the blue one the wrong way and 

trollied the stops on the underside. Actually, they manage to do the same thing 
on the liquid feed valves on the burner. There is no low fuel audible warning 
fitted so you’ll have to make sure the mirror on the frame is correctly set prior to 
heading into the wide blue. However, Ultramagic have made the dip tubes 
different lengths so the blue side uses the first 80% leaving 20% in reserve on the 
red side. Remember then, use the blue controls first and leave the red feed on 

the burner closed until the blue side runs out! What could possibly go wrong? 
 
So, what have we got so far? Over-weight, over engineered, over-complicated 
and it needs a dedicated cylinder, or a manifold if you want to use a standard 
Ultramagic cylinder, and the envelope will need turning vents. Now generally 

speaking we have a lot of time for Ultramagic stuff. The attention to detail in the 
construction of their envelopes is probably still second to none, but the 
hardware? This hopper burner is great being essentially a Mk21 single but in this 
role and in this monstrosity of a frame, it is a poor choice. In a proper frame 
above a basket it is fine, but in that role, it has been largely replaced by the 

lighter, Tekno which would be far too powerful for a for a small envelope I fear. 
 
I spoke to the owner of one that we look after. He purchased it second-hand, 
attracted by the twin pilot lights, and that he hasn’t fallen out of it so far, as far 
as he is concerned, ‘it works’. Despite having done a fair few hours in it he still 
gets muddled by the array of controls. It was fitted with the hydraulic hand-

valve when he first had it but after one flight it was binned as it just complicated 
matters further and he mainly flew on the whisper anyway. He wasn’t that 
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impressed by the build quality and certainly not by the weight. If the Lindstrand 
hopper bottom end, (which the Ultramagic replaced) had twin pilot lights he go 
for one of them. I can confirm we have replaced the blue cylinder liquid valve 
handle! 
 

Now the paperwork. There is a Flight Manual Supplement 9 for the Solo and Dual 
(twice as heavy no doubt) and a Maintenance Manual Supplement 4. 
Maximum take-off and landing speeds are given as 10knots. The weights given 
by Ultramagic are 9.5kg for the burner and 11.5 for the seat unit. Its cumbersome 
nature makes it feel heavier. An Ultramagic M60 cylinder is given as 52kg full 

(22kg empty). Beware, fully assembled, full or empty of propane, it will fall over if 
left unattended, not unlike a few pilots. 
 
Personally, I wouldn’t go for one on account of the cumbersome nature of it. It 
could have been there but, to be frank, it’s the monstrous ironwork that spoils it 

for me. They offer it with the Tekno burner now but I fear that would look even 
worse. Yup it’s a design thing. Would I use one in the unlikely event that anyone 
would lend me one now? Not sure, but I would be grateful for the kind offer. 
Ultramagic need to develop a proper hopper burner as, in my opinion, both the 
Mk21 and the Tekno are just too powerful for the smaller envelope. Maybe that’s 
the thing, isn’t designed for small hoppers, perhaps it is more in line for a ’42 or 

’56? It’s a shame because there is a place for a gentleman’s (or lady’s) hopper 
and with the strong movement towards lightweight balloons these days why on 
earth would you not address the market. Maybe they will in the future. Our 
advice would be to make sure you use as much fuel as possible before landing 
and make sure it’s near a road. As for the Dual version? I think not. 

 
 Chris Dunkley 
 
 
 

Glen Everett on Buying G-CLOX his, and the first ever UM B-26. 

 
Glen Everett is a Hopper man. As a commercial Balloonist he has had more Um 
H-31’s than any other person I know. He obviously enjoys the brand qualities as 
he constantly goes back to Ultramagic for his needs. Recently he registered the 

first ever B-26 ( a new scaled down model which is a first for Hopping ), and 
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having found time in his busy schedule agreed to tell me the reasoning behind 
his recent purchase of this and his new B-60. 
 The premise behind the purchase of the two balloons was around 
enjoying easier flying with lightweight gear that could easily stack inside his 
vehicle of choice. Glen has over the years enjoyed many balloons including g 

various hoppers including the Pepsi Thunder & Colt 21A which he still owns. 
 When approaching the desire to get a lightweight example for his current 
needs Glen explained that he runs a Cameron Millennium bottom end with a 60 
litre Titanium tank and wanted a Hopper capable of flying his (76kg) weight to 
the mid 20’s Celsius up to 3000 feet. 

 When doing the calculations with his previously mentioned set up, and 
with an envelope that weighed low 30kilos (31kgs not in the bag to be precise), 
`Glen found it to be achievable with a 26,000 cubic foot envelope. This 
coincidentally matched his T&C 21A with no load tapes. 
 Ultramagic’s seem to come up slightly bigger than their counterparts, and 

having good knowledge of several H-31’s , he had found them with more spare 
lift than he ever needed, and so with an aim to get the balloon as small as 
possible for travelling, he decided to order the 26. He liked the smooth gore 
design, but didn’t want the extra weight of the V-type that was already 
available as a 25, so he focussed on the new B type which has garnered a lot of 
success around the 60-70 size range. As this didn’t exist currently , The B-26 had 

to go through EASA certification. This is the reason he has c/n 26/01.   
The Envelope which has recently been delivered , has a MTOM of 330kg, and as 
far as Glen can see, will be pretty much unachievable to load it anywhere near 
to that figure. It features the Ultramagic traditional Scoop featuring an inner 
layer of Kevlar sheet and came with a dedicated Envelope bag that features 

Compression Straps to enable the Bulk to be as small as possible.    
 
Photos to follow as soon as Glen gets her out of the bag. 
 

 

People in Hopping Meets: Andy Sizemore 

 
Today’s question and answer session is with a relatively new Cloudhoppers 
Member. Andy Sizemore is a Commercial Airline Pilot from the Chicago region of 
the USA.  

 
Steve: Tell us a little about yourself and your flying background? 
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Andy: Well, I’ve been flying various aircraft most my adult life starting with gliders 
as an Air Force cadet and then onto a military flying career. After the military, I 
moved onto commercial aviation where I am now employed as a Boeing 737 
Captain for a major U.S. airline. Along the way, however, I’ve tried to stay 

involved with recreational aviation, and I am currently rated as a commercial 
pilot and instructor in airplanes, gliders, and balloons. I’ve logged something 
north of 12,000 hours in over 30 different aircraft to include six balloon types. 
 
Steve: How did you get into balloons and specifically hoppers? 

 
Andy: I had my first balloon flight with a friend in his balloon back in 1992 and 
was immediately hooked. Ballooning is so entirely different from other forms of 
flying and possesses an almost magically quality. I bought my first balloon soon 
after that first flight, acquired a commercial add-on LTA rating, and began flying 

passengers and competitions actively for several years. Around the mid-90’s I 
had my first exposure to the experimental ballooning community with a visit to 
Post Mills, Vermont for an EBAA meet. I was impressed by the capabilities of 
these compact and lightweight balloon systems, and was attracted by the 
ability to operate a balloon with a minimum of crew and support equipment. I 
started assembling a collection of tools, a sewing machine, plans, and materials 

to build my first balloon. My initial plan was to build a two-person 44K system 
based largely on a Brian Boland design. 
 
Steve: And how did that go? 
 

Andy: I’d like to say it went well, but as it happened life got in the way. Kids 
came along, work and other demands on our time increased, and my balloon 
building project started gathering dust in the corner. I eventually sold off the 
sewing machine and many off the components I had gathered for the project. 
A few years later as my regular envelope was reaching the end of its useful life, I 

sold the rest of my balloon equipment and exited the sport for nearly two 
decades. 
 
Steve: But now you’re back.... 
 
Andy: My return to ballooning was pretty much by happenstance. I had 

recently joined a glider club at a small airport in Northwest Indiana. Mike, the 
airport owner heard that I was a balloon pilot and expressed an interest in 
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getting his own balloon rating. Of course, as we all know, the major obstacle to 
balloon training is getting access to a balloon. At the time, there were no active 
balloons in that area of the state, so we began a search for a good training 
balloon. Eventually, Mike, his son Eric, and I acquired a balloon in partnership. 
This particular balloon had been built as a prototype for a new balloon 

manufacturer and operated under an experimental certificate. This was a good 
fit because Mike was also an aircraft mechanic (A&P/IA) who was also 
interested in learning how to work on balloons. The experimental certificate 
gave us a lot more flexibility to perform maintenance make modifications to the 
balloon system.  

 
Steve: What was it like getting back into ballooning after a long hiatus? 
 
It was great! I’ve always loved the sport, and ballooning has lost none of its 
magical quality. I also like instructing and introducing new pilots to their first 

balloon. It is particularly interesting to watch the reactions of  existing airplane 
pilots - taking off and landing from small spaces, the relative quiet, brushing 
through the treetops, splash-and-dashes, and all the things that no other aircraft 
can do. I’ve taught a lot of students in a lot of aircraft, and they never smile as 
much as they do in a balloon. 
 

As I became reacquainted with ballooning, however, I also became 
reacquainted with one of the challenges of the sport - balloons require a fair 
amount of work to set up, launch and recover. Managing the schedule, crew 
and logistics involved with a typical balloon flight can be frustrating, particularly 
when good flying weather is as limited as it is in this area. Few people have the 

flexibility to drop what they’re doing to go support a balloon fight when the 
conditions line up. 
 
Steve: That is an experience many of us can relate to. 
 

Andy: As a result, I started to explore the possibility of getting a small balloon 
system that could be easily transported, launched, and recovered with 
minimum crew. 
 
When I first became interested in small balloons twenty years back, I had a 
longer time horizon and more limited funds which made the homebuilt route 

more attractive. Now it’s sort of the opposite, in that I have more money and 
less time for a major build project. As a consequence, this time around I 
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decided to take a quicker path. Buying a new small balloon outright from an 
existing manufacturer was an initial  consideration, but in the end the price tag 
was a bit steep.  
 
So, I started looking for a complete used system or major components that I 

could put together in short order. Initially I was looking for a collapsible two-
person  basket and a 40K-ish envelope, but then I found an older Cameron 
hopper bottom end for sale. I had always been intrigued by hoppers, and it had 
always been a “bucket list” item that I wanted to try some day. That day had 
finally arrived.  

 
I acquired the bottom end sans tank, and then proceeded to acquire the other 
pieces I needed - the major item being the envelope. One of the problems with 
shopping for small used envelopes is that there just aren’t that many available. I 
evaluated several candidates, but they were all wanting in some way or 

another. 
 
Steve: I recall suggesting that you might want to consider having one built to 
your own specifications since you then get exactly what you are looking for. 
 
Andy: And after a brief search, I eventually came to the same conclusion. Since 

the pandemic had suddenly given me some unplanned time off, I thought I 
might try one of the several “balloon building camp” options over the winter. 
Unfortunately, the same pandemic made that route problematic. Next, I 
contacted pretty much every balloon manufacturer in North America and 
Europe to see what was available commercially. Unfortunately, most of those 

envelopes were smaller than I was looking for. 
 
Steve: Too small? Isn’t that the point? 
 
Andy: Portability and weight were certainly key factors, but I also wanted to be 

able to use a larger tank and operate at higher altitudes. A 35K or smaller 
envelope would work in a lot of cases, but I wanted to avoid operating right up 
against MCT. There were some 42K envelopes I could have gone with, but those 
went to the other extreme. After a bit of analysis with some lift calculators, it 
seemed 37-39K was the sweet spot, subject of to the final fabric selection. 
 

Steve: So where did you eventually wind up for your envelope? 
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Andy: During my preliminary search, a mutual acquaintance introduced me to 
Kevin Haynes of RG Aero. I was immediately impressed with his knowledge and 
professionalism. Even before I settled on a builder, Kevin helped me quite a bit 
with design and material selection questions, and he was readily available as I 
worked through all the various options. One of the significant advantages of 

working with Kevin as compared with a traditional balloon manufacturer is that 
he had the capability to customize the envelope to a much greater extent. 
Most of the manufacturers are pretty much locked into a handful of designs and 
fabrics because of the limitations imposed by their production certificates. Since 
this envelope was going to be built under and Experimental certificate, we had 

broad discretion to customize all aspects of the design. 
 
Steve: Tell me more about your design. 
 
Andy: It’s a fairly standard 16-gore, slightly bulbous envelope using a 1.4 oz 

ripstop nylon fabric. We settled on a volume of 38K with an elliptical, Nomex-
lined mouth. Since the Cameron hopper has a pivot ring, no turning vents were 
needed. The colour pattern is based on my very first balloon, with some slight 
changes necessary because the hopper envelope has fewer vertical gores. 
Altogether, we think the final weight of the envelope will be close to 70 pounds 
which puts the entire system close to an ultralight category. 

 
Steve: Did you consider building this as an ultralight? 
 
Andy: We did, but ultralight aircraft operations are more restrictive than an 
experimental. Since I already had a pilot license, one of the major motivations 

for having an ultralight wasn’t really a factor.  
 
Steve: When do expect the first flight? 
 
Andy: The entire system is about 98% complete and should be flight ready by 

the first of the year. That said, we can’t legally fly until the local FAA office has 
reviewed the aircraft and associated documentation, so will soon be in a 
holding pattern pending FAA approval. If all goes well, the required flight testing 
will commence in January and be complete by sometime in February. 
 
Steve: Any specific plans after that? 
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Andy: Go out and have fun! My partners and I currently operate the only 
balloon in Northwest Indiana, and once the pandemic and its associated 
restrictions are in our rear-view mirror we are hoping to fly a lot more, hit the 
festival circuit, and introduce more people to the sport of ballooning. While I 
look forward to going “solo” in my new hopper, ballooning is ultimately a social 

activity, and it is always more fun when you can get a gaggle of balloons 
together. 
 
Steve: Please keep us informed about how that turns out. 
 

Andy: I will! 

 
 

Homebuilding 
 

When it comes to Homebuilding, there are those who talk about what they want 
to do and then chew it over, and then there is Andy Sizemore. Andy, who hails 
from near Chicago, Illinois just got on and did it. 
In what seems like no time at all Andy went from asking about second-hand 
envelopes for sale( mid-October), to deciding to get a homebuilt done. Then in 

Nano seconds the material was sourced, cut and now the balloon is all but 
finished. Admittedly he isn’t doing the sewing, which in around 60 hours has 
been done for him by Kevin W Haynes of RG Aero. Apparently, it could have 
been finished before Christmas but will be done very shortly and is nearly 
complete. In the blink of an eye it went from asking about availability of 
materials to having a design and then passing the task over to Kevin to cut and 

sew for him. 
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Kevin’s Design Template for the Hopper. 

 
Unlike the UK, the Experimental balloon ownership in  America, doesn’t require 
you to build more than 50% on your own and can be completed by someone 

else. This is a lot more liberal than the rules we have to endure over here.   
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Part of the Materials used being inspected by the resident Dog. 

 

60 hours of sewing from this to this. 
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Into this a very nearly completed Balloon just prior to Christmas. 
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When finished the 38K envelope will mate to Andy’s Cameron bottom end and 
be tested. To be registered as N7005H , the envelope could well show NX-7005H 
which complies with the regulation that any restricted category aircraft must 
have displayed the Placard Experimental somewhere on the envelope or 
basket , but an alternative form of compliance is to put the “X” modifier after 

the “N” in the registration wherever it is displayed on the craft.  

This isn’t the full tale as Andy is the customer and I thought it would be good to 
hear from Kevin on his thoughts on building the hopper and whether it spurs him 
on to building one for himself? So naturally, I asked him for his thoughts. 

Kevin W Haynes runs a small team and focusses on High quality and personal 

service from his shop in Florida (Miami area). He doesn’t do massive amounts of 
work each year but prides himself on only accepting commissions from people 
he agrees by reference only from previous clients. This isn’t his only business but 
he feels as it’s the cheapest way into aviation, he wants to support entry level 
ballooning with his skill sets.  

Approached by Andy , Kevin discussed in detail the customer requirements prior 
to agreeing to do the project. He wanted to ensure Andy was happy with the 
design, weight ratio, materials quality etc , and to that end he produces the 
exact final product with photos and the exact materials including samples.  

He uses Escrow deposit along the way to secure the build rather than an upfront 
payment, and as a timeline , all the cutting was done in two days work , with 

sewing happening in around four. There could be a penalty clause for late 
delivery and change order process etc and all of Kevin’s work is guaranteed for 
two years or 300 flying hours. The build could be to part 103 Ultralight but having 
an N registration also qualifies the craft for possible export certificates as well. 

Kevin uses certified Cables, Materials etc for professional reasons and provides 

annuals / conditionals to the owner for life at no extra charge. 

With a design / technology background and a whole host of type ratings on 
helicopters Kevin isn’t too moved with owning a hopper as the craft reminds him 
of a football stadium seat attached  to a burner and tank, but insists in flying 
everything he builds prior to dispatch to the new owner for his own meticulous 

peace of mind . 
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Since his focus generally is more on rotary and fixed wing engineering, it is great 
that Kevin is planning on posting the plans and instructions in an easy to follow 
format manual at no charge to the community as in his words , “Ballooning is 
one of the last affordable forms of Aviation and he wants to encourage growth 
in our sport. It’s about seeing new people catch the flying bug and develop the 

passion or check the bucket list of building their own craft”. 

My thanks, to both Andy Sizemore and Kevin W Haynes for their complete 
openness when approached by a stranger with very direct questions about a 
very personal build and purchase. I hope this encourages others to get involved 
and I’m sure RG Aero (kevins company in Florida)  can be found via the usual 

leads online.   

4,New Balloons. 

With Christmas in mind it is very unusual for anyone to commit to a new balloon 
with most agreeing to contracts that ensure 2021 deliveries . Therefore, unless it’s 
a cheap deal late registrations and deliveries tend not to happen this time of 

year. Therefore, I know of nothing currently new in December. 

5, Second Hand Balloons. 

 
Once again, with the Pandemic, Christmas and Brexit uncertainties (all be it a 
deal was done),  I am unaware of any impeding sales of second-hand stock 

currently on the marketplace . There are sellers positioning themselves for future 
sales but until they go public on their choices, I cannot disclose their intentions to 
prospective clients. Time will ensure that these deals become public knowledge 
as and when they go live.    
     As a year, 2020 was pretty active in terms of second-hand sales. New blood 
has entered the sport as some of the elder statesmen have hung up their flying 

gloves in 2020. 
     One such newcomer is Ian Jones of Abergavenny in Wales who precured the 
purchase of G-BXXU Colt 31A and mated the craft to a brand-new Cameron 
Millennium bottom end for his own use. Just before Christmas, Ian contacted me 
as id provided a photo of G-BXXU in last month’s issue, to state he has in fact 

free flown the craft and is very satisfied with the results of his purchases. 
Photographic evidence was sent to me and is displayed below. Ian felt the 
envelope needed the airing and flew better for it. 
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Ian Jones first flight G-BXXU Colt31A 
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Advertisement 

 

 
   Solo Systems actively supports Cloudhopper News . 
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6,News section 
 
Nothing going on that cant wait until 2021 for publicity . 
 

7, Interesting Photos 

 

 
 

With thanks to Paul Wade, he made a Christmas Day Hop in G-CISJ his 
     Ultramagic H-31.  
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8,The “Alpine Gallery” 
The following are a selection of great Winter style Photographs , many taken in 
the Alps. Some of the greatest photographs of hoppers occur in the mountains 
and involve snow. Please Enjoy.  

 
Classy Swiss Ultramagic Duo featuring in this shot a collapsible basket. 

 

 
 

Possibly my favourite hopper photograph Ever  
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Chateau D’oex- sometimes (when it snows) picture perfect  
For hoppers (in this case F-HABA Cameron Z-42). 
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With thanks to Keith Harbor, here is the lovely Nicole Bonnano 
Flying her Bonnano 28K hopper I-B015 

 

 

 

And Finally 
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Many thanks to all those who contributed to this Newsletter and all the others in 
2020. Whilst it has been a weird year for all of us, looking forward it will be nice to 
catch up and fly together on a launch field real soon. 
For the statisticians of you out there, our Facebook membership continues to 

expand with nearly 1600 members now. 
 
And Now the usual stuff. Views aired in the magazine may not necessarily be 
that of the editor and are as far as possible copied directly from the 
contributor’s submission. 

 
Thanks to everyone for your support and please keep spreading the word wider.  
Hoppers are only going to get more and more popular as pilots migrate to the 
most efficient way to fly with the best efficiency for your money. 
 

Please send all submissions for future editions to Steve.roake33@gmail.com  
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